
Say goodbye to project surprises with transparency and 

predictability that give you results you can count on. 

In today’s market, project-driven companies succeed by developing accurate estimates that 

capture all the moving parts of a project and controlling the budget to deliver a realistic forecast 

for all stakeholders. However, most project management solutions are disconnected, making it 

difficult to capture, analyze and trust the information. Until now. 

InEight’s project cost management solutions, 

InEight® Estimate and InEight Control, set 

the standard for accuracy, performance and 

multiuser collaboration. With InEight Estimate 

and InEight Control, it’s possible to combine 

estimating, benchmarking, budget management, 

performance and forecasting to confidently  

gain control of your projects.

Constructively influence project certainty

InEight Estimate and InEight Control provide you 

with deep insights into project cost performance. 

Using standardized and integrated information, 

you have the data needed to bring projects  

in on time and under budget. You also can rely 

on the knowledge gained from past projects  

to improve operational efficiencies, reduce risks 

and continually drive toward project certainty.

PROJECT COST MANAGEMENT

REPLACE PROJECT SURPRISES 

WITH PROJECT CONTROL 



CONTROL
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Enables teams to take immediate corrective actions to 

keep projects on time and within budget by bringing 

together critical budget, as-built and forecast data 

related to costs, man-hours and productivity.

•  Manage budget versions, moves and contract 

changes as the project evolves

•  Calculate earned values and other plan-versus-actual 

metrics to track project progress

• Compare multiple forecast versions

•  Track the full audit trail of changes to illustrate cost  

and schedule impacts 

•  Use financial periods to synchronize budgets, 

forecasts and actuals with ERP systems

Provides you with the tools to quickly and accurately 

estimate project costs, giving you the best chance  

of winning the work at a favorable bid price and  

the insight to know if the job can be built for the 

estimated costs. 

•  Confidently create conceptual, top-down or detailed, 

bottom-up construction estimates that include 

assemblies, crews and production rates

•  Standardize estimating processes using templates, 

cost libraries, third-party cost databases and more

•  Import quantities from on-screen take-off systems 

and 3D design systems, and link estimates with 

schedules for bidirectional cost-schedule integration

•  Track and compare quotes, conditions and scope 

sheets from subcontractors and suppliers

•  Leverage knowledge learned from past  

projects to benchmark current estimated costs  

and productivity rates

InEight solutions make it easy to build project confidence.  

Visit ineight.com to learn more about solutions for your project challenges.

InEight builds construction project management software that enables you to overcome your greatest project challenges. Our solutions span 
the entire project life cycle from design to estimate and from field execution to turnover and asset management. They provide the real-time 
information and insights you need to minimize risks, improve operational efficiency, control project costs, make educated decisions, and 
collaborate easily with all project stakeholders.

The precision we get from 

InEight provides the confidence 

we need. In today’s competitive 

market, there’s no room for  

errors in our estimates.”

HUNTER CONTRACTING, CO.


